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Summary: Ocular nocardiosis is a rare but potentially aggressive process. Clinically, it can mimic other disease entities, including neoplasia and other types of infection. We present a case of nocardial panophthalmitis progressing to subretinal abscess and emphasize the radiologic and clinical features.

Intraocular nocardial infection is most commonly caused by an aerobic, filamentous, branching bacterium called Nocardia asteroides (1). Ocular infection can manifest in many forms corresponding to the area of the globe that is involved. Aggressive disease can lead to the development of endophthalmitis and intraocular abscess formation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case in the literature demonstrating the CT and MR imaging features of an intraocular nocardial abscess.

Case Report

A 41-year-old woman presented with redness, pain, and decreased visual acuity in the left eye. The patient had undergone an unrelated bone marrow transplant 7 months prior. Her medications at the time included cyclosporine and prednisone. Ophthalmologic examination of the affected eye revealed a small hypopyon, vitreal haze, and only the visual perception of hand motion. An urgent MR imaging revealed generalized scleral thickening, edema and small, irregular enhancing foci in the vitreous (Fig 1A, -B). The presumptive diagnosis of a likely viral uveitis and vitreitis was made, and the patient was started on antiviral therapy. The possibility of an ocular leukemic relapse was also kept in mind, and the patient underwent a pars plana vitrectomy.

One week later, she returned to the ophthalmology clinic with decreased vision in the left eye. The patient had undergone an unrelated bone marrow transplant 7 months prior. Her medications at the time included cyclosporine and prednisone. Ophthalmologic examination of the affected eye revealed a panophthalmitis with inflammatory infiltration of the left globe that is involved. Aggressive antimicrobial therapy was instituted. The vision in the remaining eye was 20/20 following surgery.

Discussion

Nocardia is an aerobic, Gram-positive bacterium that is of the order Actinomycetales, which is ubiquitous in soil. It is characterized by the formation of branching filamentous chains and acid fast staining (2). The organism can affect the skin, upper respiratory tract, and lungs as well as the pharyngeal mucosa. Ninety percent of human infections are caused by N. asteroides (3), with pulmonary disease being the most common form of infection (4). Ocular infection can manifest in various forms including keratitis, conjunctivitis, scleritis, and endophthalmitis. The preseptal soft tissues, as well as the lacrimal system, can also be affected (2, 5). Ocular disease can develop from exogenous routes such as following ocular surgery or direct trauma and inoculation. Endogenous/hematogenous spread, especially from a pulmonary source, can also lead to ocular and CNS seeding. Predisposing conditions to infection include patient immunosuppression following organ transplantation or chemotherapy. Cases of ocular nocardia infection in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and Behcet disease have also been documented (6, 7).
As seen in this case report, ocular nocardiosis can be notoriously difficult to diagnose. Cultures and smears can be negative in approximately one-third of cases (8). Furthermore, systemic and ocular manifestations of nocardia can resemble that of fungal infections (6). Prompt diagnosis is necessary to ensure to commencement of appropriate antibacterial therapy. Reports have shown the benefits of vitrectomy or fine needle aspiration (FNA) vitreal specimens in aiding diagnosis (3, 6, 9). Treatment of ocular infection will vary with the location and severity of disease. Whereas a superficial nocardial keratitis can be treated with the use of topical sulfacetamide drops, a more aggressive infection will require systemic therapy and possibly surgical intervention.

In this case, the patient developed an enophthalmitis without another obvious primary source. The patient was immunocompromised secondary to her medications following bone marrow transplant. The clear diagnosis of ocular nocardia infection was made only after enucleation and subsequent pathologic examination. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report in the literature documenting the radiographic evolution of nocardia endophthalmitis progressing to subretinal abscess formation.

**Conclusion**

Intraocular nocardial infection is a rare disease that can cause severe patient morbidity and mortality. Successful treatment requires a high index of suspicion, particularly in the immunocompromised patient population.
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Fig 3.  A, Axial T1-weighted, postcontrast, fat-saturated image (350/20 [TR/TE]) more clearly shows the marked left scleral wall thickening and orbital inflammatory change. A thin curvilinear enhancing membrane is also seen in the vitreous. Early wall thickening involving the right globe and enhancement along the right lateral rectus musculature is also seen.

B, Axial T2-weighted, fat-saturated imaging (3,516.7/85.6 [TR/TE]) shows folded curvilinear membranes situated within the vitreous consistent with retinal detachment.

C and D, Diffusion and ADC images demonstrates restricted diffusion within the left-side subretinal collection, which was consistent with abscess.

Fig 4. Axially sectioned macroscopic image of the left eye shows evidence of a purulent subretinal collection. Hemorrhage within the vitreous chamber is also evident.

Fig 5. Gram-stain image shows branching filamentous bacteria. Cultures revealed the presence of *N. asteroides.*